Dialogic Diva Server V-4BRI

Product Name: Dialogic Diva Server V-4BRI
Manufacturer: -
Model Number: -

Availability: In Stock  Diva Server V-4BRI Dialogic Networks' Diva Server V-4BRI is a high-performance, PC-based telephony adapter that provides rich media processing capabilities for up to eight voice channels over four ISDN base rate interfaces. It is the perfect choice for enterprises looking for a medium size voice, speech and conferencing platform that can easily scaled to larger configurations.

Powerful Digital Signal Processors (DSP) - one dedicated to each communication channel, ensures real-time voice processing reducing latency and improving overall system performance. Thus Diva Server V-4BRI enables both legacy and IP-based computer telephony (CTI) solutions, as well as leading edge voice business applications, such as; voice portals and speech-enabled contact centers.

Features:

• Up to 8 voice channels over 4 ISDN BRI interfaces
• World-class media processing - voice activity detection, DTMF and tone handling, echo cancellation
• Efficient integration with speech (ASR and TTS) engines
• Enhanced Switching and Conferencing support
• Robust Voice over IP (VoIP) technology built in
• Powerful onboard CPU and DSPs ensure high performance, offloading server processing
• Extensive, open and well documented API
• Tightly integrated with most recent Microsoft Windows 2000, XP and Server 2003
• Full Linux support - latest SuSE and RedHat versions
• Ease of installation guaranteed by Plug and Play conformance
• Easy upgrade with free software downloads from Eicon

Please Enquire